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A couple of weeks ago, we received the devastating news that

one of our beloved fellow students, Vaibhav (Vab) Arya, passed

away.  A (virtual and real-life) memorial was held to remember him

on September 15th. 

Vab was one of our very beloved fellow students, and an

extremely valuable addition to Dondrite among so many other

student initiatives. Not only did he enthusiastically organise many

educational events and work extremely hard to make Dondrite

what it is today, he also made sure every student, both old and

new, felt immediately welcome in our master's programme. He will

be immensely missed.

We understand that in weird times like these, where everyone's

social life is different from what it used to be, this type of news can

have a drastic impact on your mental well-being. We want you to

know that there are resources available, and we urge you to seek

help if you are struggling. You can always contact your general

practitioner, but please be aware of the other possibilities. 

study advisor: studentadvisor@psych.ru.nl

General Practitioner (outside office hours): 0900- 8880 

In case of suicidal thoughts:

Crisis telephone number: 0800-0113

This is the first issue of Dondrite News of this new academic year! 

Unfortunately, the year started with the devastating loss of one of your beloved fellow

students, Vaibhav (Vab) Arya. He was an enthusiastic, driven and inspiring person who

will be missed immensely. In his honour, we dedicated a special section of this Dondrite

News to his memory. The rest of this issue will for this reason also be a bit different than

our usual happy newsletters, but we still hope it provides you with all the information you

want to read.

Love,

Scribe
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                Welcome! This month we started our new  journey, to travel

the path of becoming graduates in Cognitive Neuroscience. It will be a

wondrous journey, but not an easy one. Unexpected challenges have

risen before us. Trials and pitfalls lurk ahead. The work will be hard and

the days can be lonely. But, never forget, you are not alone. You are

now part of the Donders and Dondrite community. Our professors,

mentors, non-teaching staffs and your fellow mates are here to

support you along your way. Many have gone on this journey before

you, so you will be under good guidance. 

           Remember, you chose to come on this journey. That decision

carries responsibilities. Let’s try our hardest, learn from our mistakes, if

you fail, try again and don’t forget to take a break and have some fun

just like after the great perils come greater rewards. I am sure in the

process of Masters programme, we will achieve some knowledge

and forge friendships for life. While understanding the value of

friendship and collaboration. 

            This is our journey together so let us look forward to many more

shared adventures. In this issue, we have the most awaited interview

of Dr. Arno Koning (our  programme coordinator),  recap of wonderful

events organized by Activity, Education and the Board of Dondrite, a

meme, crossword puzzle and Dondrite Picks.  We hope you will enjoy

reading the first issue of the new academic year. 

 

Cheers,

Scribe

SEPTEMBER
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"DON'T WORRY, 
THINGS WILL WORK OUT"

“I was sitting on the bench in front of what is still Rob’s office, waiting for my professor, when I ran into
a former colleague of mine. We sat on that bench talking, and I told him if you ever have a job for me,
let me know, I’m in Leuven. A couple of months later, I got a call from this guy. Do you remember

sitting on the bench in front of Rob's office?” That was his first step back in Nijmegen, where later
someone went to knock on his office to ask whether he would be interested in becoming a
programme coordinator of the CNS master. Now, 12 years later, the CNS master programme cannot
be pictured without the inspiring and committing coordination of Arno Koning. What is life as the
programme coordinator of the CNS master like?

After graduating from Psychology in Amsterdam,

completing a PhD in Nijmegen, and a postdoc in

Leuven, Arno is now well known by all of us as the

programme coordinator of the CNS master. “I was

doing my postdoc in Leuven. During this time I

travelled back and forth between Leuven and

Nijmegen: teaching 2 days a week in Nijmegen

and conducting research the rest of the week in

Leuven. One day, the then director of the CNS

Master (Ruud Meulenbroek) knocked on my office

door, asking me how I was doing and how my

contract was going. He told me they were in the

process of creating a new position as a

coordinator of the CNS master, and told me he

would like me to apply for it.” Out of the several

applicants, Arno got this position of the very first

official CNS programme coordinator in its current

form. And 12 years later, Arno is still coordinating.

However, aside from being the programme

coordinator, he is also teaching and conducting

research: how does he divide his time? “In my

contract, it is divided between 50% coordinating,

30% teaching – in both the CNS master as well as

the Psychology bachelor – and 20% research. But

in the daily flow of things, this often clashes. It is

never the case that I decline a student that wants

to make an appointment with me when it was

supposed to be my research day. I don’t want to

do that.” The division of time over the three

components really differs per month. In some

months it can definitely be a challenge. “For

example I'm reviewing a paper, and then a

question from a student comes in that needs my

attention. Then you drop everything you’re doing.

But that is actually something that I really like

about this job: I have these three functions -

management, education and research - and I can

switch between them. It is very dynamic and

flexible.”

Getting to know Arno Koning
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With only 20% of his time dedicated to research,

doesn’t he ever miss the research then? “I don’t

think I would be happy doing 100% research. I still

do research, so in that sense I don’t miss it,

although I do it less than would have been

expected before. But before I was a programme

coordinator, I didn’t realize I really like this

arranging and management stuff a lot. I just love

the fact that I can do all three things.” Yet there

must also be some aspect of it he doesn’t like,

right? “Of course there are less fun sides to every

job, but what I personally think I’m very good at, is

that I can usually adapt to any task or situation to

be able to cope with it. For example when there is

a boring administrative task I have to do, I make

sure to make it fun for myself, by putting on some

music or grabbing a cup of coffee.”

Although he is good at adapting to cope with most

situations, there is one thing that he really dislikes.

“If there is one thing that I dislike, it is the fact that I

don’t remember all your faces. In the beginning,

we had  less students in the master, with about 25-

30 students each year. Now, with over 150

students, it is much harder to remember all of your

faces. All of your names are familiar to me, but

putting the name to a face is much harder.” Maybe

Boris Konrad could give him some tips...

Considering the fact that he receives many

questions from us students, are there any

particular weird questions or questions that just

keep coming back? “You guys are so smart, you

don’t ask stupid questions. Maybe sometimes,

there are some – so to say – “lazy” questions, such

as ‘Where can I find this…’. In those cases, I go like:

‘Brightspace.’ Of course, I also get it. 2 years in this

master is relative short compared to the 12 year

experience that I have on where to find certain

CNS things. But just have a look at Brightspace

before emailing me.”

While we’re on the topic of questions he receives

from students, there is one thing he notices and

would like to point out, both to us as well as

lecturers: “Please remember that there are actually

people doing the stuff that you ask in an email. It is

people’s work. There is no such CNS machine that

you throw in a question and immediately get an

answer out" (for now at least, unless track 4 figures

something out…). "There is an actual person

thinking about your question and maybe

discussing it, which can result in a delayed answer

on your email. Just remember: there are actual

people behind those emails.”

Becoming a programme coordinator was not

something he dreamt of while growing up. But it

came on his path. "If I wouldn't have been sitting

on that bench in front of Rob's office, if Ruud

wouldn't have knocked on my office, I probably

wouldn't be sitting here now." So when asking

Arno about any words of wisdom towards us, it

came back to this natural flow of events in life he

previously described. "Don’t worry, things will work

out." 

“When there is a boring administrative
task I have to do, I make sure to make it
fun for myself, by putting on some
music or grabbing a cup of coffee.”

"Don’t worry, 
things will work out."

"Sometimes, I get questions such
as 'Where can I find this...' 
I just go like: 
Brightspace.”

Did you think we would forget the

most important question, that we

asked in all the previous interviews?

Of course not!  

We asked Arno his opinion on 

pineapple on pizza; Yay or Nay?  
“Yay. Even though I rarely choose it

on a menu, I do like pineapple on

pizza.”

"Just remember, there are actual
people behind those emails."

Of course, in the current times there are a lot of

uncertainties. Especially for international students,

starting now. "We are an international master

programme, with international researchers and

with that also international students belong. It is

good for the academic setting and good for

cognitive neuroscience as a domain. Some first

year students are unable to be here in Nijmegen

now. I hope this will change for the better next

year."
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A WORD FROM THE
BOARD

Hey there fellow Dondrites!

A new year has begun and we hope you are all settling into a nice rhythm of lectures, studying,

lab rotations, internships, and of course spending time with (new) friends. One of Dondrite’s

main goals is to provide opportunities for students to get to know each other, across

specialisations and years. We hope the events so far have made the new students feel at

home and that second years have been able to use them as one of the few opportunities to

see each other again. 

At the very start of this year we heard the sad and unexpected news that one of the most

active CNS-students, Vab, had passed away. We were in great shock and the news certainly

dampened our spirits for the start of the year, and most of us are still processing it in one way or

another. We are incredibly grateful to Tineke, Karolis, and Viola for leading the organisation of

the memorial; it definitely was a beautiful event that helped us remember Vab as the

enthusiastic and social person he was. For us, it was an important step in getting to grips with

what had happened and we know that counts for many others too. 

After such news it is always strange to move on to what now seem mundane tasks.

Nevertheless, in the board we have been very busy, preparing for a first GA of the academic

year 2020-2021. This means polishing our year report on last year, putting a final hand to the

proposed policies and goals that Dondrite will aim for in the coming year, and finally opening 

 applications for board membership! Charlotte, our treasurer, will have been on the board for

two years. That means she will step down to make room for a fresh face on the board. If you

think you have good ideas to make Dondrite a better study association, would just like to be

involved, or you would like to get experience leading an organisation, you can always let us

know by sending one of us a message individually or sending an email

(boarddondrite@gmail.com), even outside of the application season :). More information on

applying will follow soon, so keep an eye on our socials. That’s it from the board, enjoy the rest

of the newsletter to see what Dondrite has been and will be up to!

We hope to see you soon!

Love,

The Board 



RECENT DONDRITE
EVENTS
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Socially (distanced) Sipping
Thursday October 1st, 20:00
Usually, the activity committee organizes one borrel

(drink) per month. This hasn't happened for a while

due to corona. However, we are happy to announce

that the borrels will be able to take place again! �

Sadly, only 15 people can join us at each borrel,

which is why we have to work with sign ups. 

The upcoming borrel will take place on the 1st of

October at 20:00 at Café Maxim. Sign up as soon as

possible via this form, only when you can really make

it. 

MEET DONDRITE

On Monday, September 14th, Dondrite's board and

its committees organised an online event where you

could meet everyone that is currently in a committee.

Unfortunately, this event was not recorded, but all

information on our committees can be found here! 

Don't hesitate to become a Dondrite member for

only €10 a year by signing up here, 

and don't hesitate to become a committee member

for free as well, and sign up here! 

Treasure Hunt
Saturday October 17th, 14:00
On Saturday the 17th of October we want to invite

you all for a Treasure Hunt throughout Nijmegen.

This is a great opportunity to see the city in a new

light and get active with your fellow students! You

will solve puzzles and execute tasks that will lead

you to a big treasure. 

You can sign up here (deadline 10th of October). 

UPCOMING DONDRITE
EVENTS

AFRIKA MUSEUM

Saturday, September 12th, the Activity committee

took everyone that signed up, including a lot of new

students, to Africa! Not really Africa though, but the

museum in Heilig Landstichting! Here, you could see

very interesting stories, pictures, and objects from

Africa in the indoor part of the museum, and you

could crawl through huts and small villages in the

outside part! We had a very fun and educational day,

that ended with a nice drink!

INTERNSHIP INFORMATION SESSION

On Wednesday, the 23rd of September, the

Education committee organised an event where you

could receive a lot of information about your (future)

internship! Two of our very own graduates, Maëlle

and Harshil, and two supervisors, Janneke Jehee

and Nils Kohn, made sure all burning questions were

answered! A link to the recording has been provided

in our CNS general Whatsapp group!

SCIENTIFIC SHORT STORY NIGHT

On Monday, September 21st, the Education

committee organised a short story event. As a nice,

Corona-proof alternative to the Scientific Movie

night, everyone now gathered at the Waal beach for 

 a cozy night with lots of blankets and a campfire. 

Scribe Open Meeting
Tuesday September 29th, 19:00
Do you like our newsletter, and do you want to have

a say in what we put in here? Do you want to show

your creativity in the yearbook? Don't hesitate, and

get to now us during our open Scribe meeting

tomorrow! 

Open Meeting

INTRODUCTION

The 20th of August, Dondrite organised a virtual pub

quiz for all the new students that started the CNS

master this September. We hope you had fun!

https://forms.gle/U9oDWf4BvDLPQiCR8
https://dondrite.ruhosting.nl/committees/
https://leden.conscribo.nl/dondrite/update-signupform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScW2ie9LQOEPyL-ctQk8g8lAzbkT5GMDAxdkGoRAvODkJ6fVQ/viewform
https://forms.gle/dyaYjLnEyMXzBcJB7
https://www.ru.nl/donders/agenda/agenda/?evt_mode=zoeken_778818&zoeken_term=&zoeken_month=03&zoeken_year=2020
https://meet.jit.si/ScribeOpenMeeting
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scribedondrite@gmail.com

Do you have anything youwant to share here? Send usyour message at

Do you want to be an official 

member and join one of the

committees? Then fill out the sign-up

form! Or join one of the open meetings to

find out whether it is something for you. 

boarddondrite@gmail.com

activitydondrite@gmail.com

educationdondrite@gmail.com

scribedondrite@gmail.com

synapsiumdondrite@gmail.com

traveldondrite@gmail.com

Do you want to join one of them?

Click here!

Sign-up form

Yep- you read it right. Scribe committee is extremely thrilled to start a new column called

Dondrite Picks.  As the title suggests, it is of the people, by the people and for the people.

Here,  favorite brain/behavior science books, movies, articles, scientists, podcasts,blogs of the

Dondrite members will be collected every month  by scribblers, by the members of Dondrite

for other Dondrite members to take it as a suggestion to go through. We hope this column

opens up an opportunity to  get some new perspectives and discussions. For starters,  we

plan to collect the title of your favorite book and a tiny glimpse about why/what you liked in

that respective book. Soon, a post will be sent on instagram and don't forget to reply. 

DONDRITE PICKS

NOTICEBOARD

MONTHLY MEME

Contact details committees:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScW2ie9LQOEPyL-ctQk8g8lAzbkT5GMDAxdkGoRAvODkJ6fVQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScW2ie9LQOEPyL-ctQk8g8lAzbkT5GMDAxdkGoRAvODkJ6fVQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScW2ie9LQOEPyL-ctQk8g8lAzbkT5GMDAxdkGoRAvODkJ6fVQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScW2ie9LQOEPyL-ctQk8g8lAzbkT5GMDAxdkGoRAvODkJ6fVQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScW2ie9LQOEPyL-ctQk8g8lAzbkT5GMDAxdkGoRAvODkJ6fVQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScW2ie9LQOEPyL-ctQk8g8lAzbkT5GMDAxdkGoRAvODkJ6fVQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScW2ie9LQOEPyL-ctQk8g8lAzbkT5GMDAxdkGoRAvODkJ6fVQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScW2ie9LQOEPyL-ctQk8g8lAzbkT5GMDAxdkGoRAvODkJ6fVQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScW2ie9LQOEPyL-ctQk8g8lAzbkT5GMDAxdkGoRAvODkJ6fVQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScW2ie9LQOEPyL-ctQk8g8lAzbkT5GMDAxdkGoRAvODkJ6fVQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScW2ie9LQOEPyL-ctQk8g8lAzbkT5GMDAxdkGoRAvODkJ6fVQ/viewform
https://leden.conscribo.nl/dondrite/update-signupform


The crossword can be filled out using:
https://crosswordlabs.com/view/unesco-

20
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CROSSWORD
 

Covid 19 turned down our beautiful holiday plans.

When solving this crossword you can imagine

some of the most fantastic places in the world: this

crossword is about locations from the United

Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization. Have fun! 

On the next page you will find the 

solution to last month's puzzle.

https://crosswordlabs.com/view/board-games-at-home
https://crosswordlabs.com/view/board-games-at-home
https://crosswordlabs.com/view/unesco-20
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CROSSWORD solution

"Sadly, these microRNAs have

numbers and not names, we could

also just have called it Catherine."

FOLLOW FOR ALL THE LATEST
DONDRITE UPDATES
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